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Body and Heritage: 
 Discourse Reflection on Intangible Cultural Heritage 
 
The research seeks to answer the question ―where the body is under the intangible 
cultural heritage system‖. From this staring point, the paper centres on theoretical 
reflection and construction of the perspectives regarding UNESCO heritage knowledge 
genealogy. On the one hand, the paper illustrates the dual-centric discourse of the 
heritage system and the consequential lack of ―body‖; on the other, I seek to review the 
notions and practices of body between the West and local China, reinterpret the essence, 
formation and practice of the heritage system in a reflective perspective of multi-layered 
―body‖. 
Introduction deals with the basic question of the research as well as the social 
context behind it.  
Main part of the research is as follows: 
Part one consists of chapter one, two and three. Focusing on the genealogy of the 
intangible cultural heritage system, it illustrates the theoretical dilemma with the 
marginalized body as centre that lay behind. Chapter one ―Unbalanced Scale: 
Conception and Categories of Intangible Cultural Heritage‖ explores the origin, 
categories and academic background of intangible cultural heritage. Chapter two 
―Material and Text: the Dual-centric Discourse of Intangible Cultural Heritage‖ 
seeks to clarify a group of concepts regarding the discourse production and knowledge 
logic, showing that the system denotes a westernized value of material-centric and text-
centric orientation. Chapter three ― Travel of Theory: Interpretation and Practice of 
Heritage under Chinese Context‖. In this chapter, I explore the dynamic process that 
the heritage system had itself enlarged into Chinese context, and thereby copied the 
dichotomy of the tangible/intangible into the present civil intangible cultural heritage 
system. Based on the abovementioned discussion, I argue that the ―body‖ dimension 
should be reevaluated. Functioning as a bridge between the dichotomies, ―body‖ is 
crucial in the understanding of ―intangible cultural heritage‖. 
Part two is theoretical discussion. Chapter four ―Reflection of the Western 
Theory: Corporal Turn and  ‘Embodiment’ as Paradigm‖ absorbs a series of theory 
that produced by the corporal turn in the social science disciplines. Chapter five 
―Seeking the Native Roots: Body under Chinese Context‖, on the other hand, draws 
the topic back to native background, especially in terms of bodily experience, 
knowledge and morality. This is by no means merely copy of the corporal turn in the 













 doing so, I will clarify the fused connection between  the way of shaping and inheriting  
Chinese tradition and a set of local body-issues, such as ―Shen（身）‖、―Ti（体）‖、
―Jian（践）‖、―Xing（行）‖ and ―Xi（习）‖, etc., offering a new perspective of 
intangible cultural heritage as a whole, and making it an open and multiple dynamics  
Part Three focused on the reconstruction of theory, ie. Chapter six ― Body and 
Heritage: a New Perspective‖. The chapter will primarily deal with three basic 
questions: reevaluate the relations between tangible and intangible heritage; category of 
intangible cultural heritage system and the inheritance of intangible heritage. 
Conclusion: there is close link between intangible cultural heritage and the cultural 
practice based on body, in a sense, intangible cultural heritage is a ―bodily heritage‖ 
which demonstrates a diverse and essential dimension of human behaviour apart from 
literary civilization, material civilization and oral culture.  
On the whole, the research explores the ―body‖ of diverse conception: hidden by 
heritage discourse, as the theoretical focus, as methodological turning point and the body 
rooted in Chinese empirical tradition. This is not to say, however, that the body 
dominates over other dimension, but rather, to illustrate that corporality for a long time 
has been a neglected aspect in terms of heritage theory and reflection. Seeing from this 
perspective, we might be able to fathom into various problems in the process of 
constructing heritage theory in a global context, and further, to make it better matched 
with the universal value. 
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